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ff we wish to follow in the footsteps of Christ by drawing close to the

I Father and spreading His Kingdom on earth, we must live a life of
Ichastity either wi*rin or outside marriage. When Francis decided to
answer the Lord's call, he found no better way of life than that of celibaq6
since that was the state which Christ Himself had chosen.

The socioreligious cultural affnosphere of his day, with its disparaging
attitude towards sex, must have influenced him when he set out to live the full
Gospel life. But it was undoubtedly the Gospel description of Christ and His
disciples that most inclined him to follow their example of celibacy, which he
saw as the ideal form in which to express and direct his unconditional dedica-
tion to God and His Kingdom. Christ and His disciples had shown him the
way by their lives as wandering preachers of the Kingdom, so that when the
Lord had given him brothers, he set out to live the Gospel life with them in a

Fraternity of celibates who would be completely open to God, ar His disposal

and always ready to help others to follow the same path.
But Francis did not make the fatal mistake of believing that what was best

for him personally had to be the best for everyone else, too. He did, of course,

assist Clare and her companions to answer God's call to virginal chastity. But
when married penitents came to him for guidance in living up to their
commitrnent to the Gospel, he helped them to do so in conjugal chastity. He
understood that chastity is a grace that is necess ary tor spreading the Kingdom
on earth; but whether to do so from the celibate state or from the state of
married chastity was a decision for each person to make according to the gift
he or she had received from God. "After the Lord gave (him) brothers" (lest
14), Francis understood that his life of dedication to God should take the form
of celibacy lived in a Fraternity. For that reason, he embraced this state, not as

an ascetical renouncement of all love, but as a means of freeing his love so that
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it could flow out to his brothers and spread to all humanity and even to all

created things.

I. Christ's Celibacy

When viewed in the light of Christ's celibacy, Francis's chastity gains added

significance as an element in his following of the Master. Already in the early

Church, those who had chosen to live celibate lives had appealed to Christ's

words and example in support of their choice: "We live as the Lord did and for
the same reason+he Kingdom." The concept of the Kingdom so captivated

Francis's mind and heart that he not only lived byit and for it but also felt that
he had to do so iust as Christ did, in celibate chastity.

In the Gospels, there is not the slightest hint that Christ was married. He
was indisputably celibate , a fact which demands an explanation because it was

so unusual at that time and place for a grown man to remain unmarried.
Indeed, Christ was even suspected of being impotent.

1. "Eunuchs ... for tbe sake of tbe kingdnm."

In Mark 191-12, Christ explained that, while there were eunuchs who had

been born that way or who had been "made so by men", there were others

"who ftad) made themselves eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of heaven."

By these words, He was rejecting any implication of impotence on His part

and erplaining why He had remained unmarried, not because of any physical

defecg but because He was completely devoted to building up His Father's

Kingdom on earth.
As we have already said, the early Christians who chose celibacy supported

their choice by appealing to those words of Christ. They were so involved in
the Kingdom that they were unable to live a normal family life. Chastity,

besides being a gift, was also seen to be closely connected with the mystery of
the Kingdom.

That Kingdom which Christ preached was simply humanity's drawing near

to God, who was the Protector of those who had no future, namely the poor.

Christ chose celibary to demonstrate God's love for all His children but
especially for the poor and the weak. fu the incarnate expression of His

Father's love, Christ embodied God's tenderness in such a way that the

lowliest members of the human race could experience the dignity of being

loved.

The Father's love for even the least of His children was so clear and

compelling an example that Christ's followers felt they had to imitate it.
Lu)o.g aside all other loves, they made God's merciful love the aim of their
lives and became, like Christ, living parables of the loving God.
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2. The demands of chmtity forthe sake of the Kngdam.

The gift of celibate chastitlris offered to those who are married as well as to
those who are single. There are two passages in the Synoptic Gospels which
refer indirecdy to celibary by including "hating" and "leaving" one's wife
among the conditions required for following Christ.

Christ stated FIis requirements quite clearly: "If anyone comes to me and

does not hate his own father and mother and wife and children and brothers
and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my disciple" (Lk 14:25);

and "There is no man who has left house or wife or brothers or parents or
children for the sake of the kingdom of God, who will not receive manifold
more" [-k l4:29f). Naturally, such a radical approach is demanded only in
those exceptional cases in which family ties pose a grave threat to one's faith.
Nevertheless, those few people to whom it has been given to understand the

value of such a commitment should see it as a challenge from Christ to those

who wish to followHim.
For those who have chosen celibacy, this demand to leave a spouse or not

to take one must be viewed in the wider framework of the family. It would be

disingenuous to deny that cultural models and institutions such as sexuality,

married love and family life can be truly liberating. On the other hand,

however, these factors can also be such powerful insffuments of oppression

and ideological conditioning that they can curtail our independence and

inhibit our freedom to devote ourselves completely to more general and more

far-reaching causes. In this, they resemble the centers of political and eco-

nomic power because they weave a web of influences and controls from which
it is almost impossible to escape; and even when someone does succeed in
breaking away, every means is used to try to "recapture" him or her.

In the Gospels, we can find enough material to get a good idea of theJewish

family and the powerful means at its disposal for the cultural formadon of its

members. Christ's own extended family is shown as a clan preoccupied with
the orthodory of its members' customs and ways of thinking. FIis mother,

"brothers and sisters" tried to "recapturel'llim when they saw that He had left
their sphere of influence to dedicate Himself to preaching the ancient idea of
the Kingdom in a new, strange way. When He was told that His relatives had

come, apparently to make llim "see reason," He replied with what seemed to
be a complete rejecdon of the institution of the family; "Whoever does the

will of God is my brother and sister and mother" (Mk 3 :3 5).

However, these words of Christ did not reflect any lack of feeling on F{is

part for FIis relatives. Instead, He was referring indirectly to the family
institution in general as the natural instrument of social control over its
members and to the threat which that control posed to the spread of the
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Kingdom. Family members who wished to devote their lives to the urriversal

cause of the Kingdom had first to free themselves from the ties of blood and

escape from the power of the clan, as He had done.
Therefore, celibate chastity involves much more than mere abstinence

from sexual activity, for, as we can see from Christt own example, celibacyalso

affects the celibate's family. As Eusebius of Emesa (died c.359) said: "\Me saw a

Man who had not married, and we learned not to get married ourselves." In
following Christ, celibates exclude the possibility of marriage because they

have discovered that the call to serve the Kingdom makes them wimesses to
God's open, generous love for all humanity.

This tenderness on God's part must be seen to be a practical reality within
the Church, where Christ's presence and the voice of the Gospel free our

celibacy from all egoism in order to refer it and open it to others. The
dimensions of celibary extend beyond our present condition and, conse-

quently, we cannot yet grasp its full implications. Cutting through the old

disputes about marriage and the next life, Christ placed chastity in the frame-

work of the future, in the Kingdom of Heaven, "where theyneither marrynor
are given in marriage, but are like angels in heaven" (Mt 22:30). Marrying or
not marrying applies only to our present limited human condition, whereas, in
the future life, we shall know and love each other in a totally new way.

In the Gospel texts, celibacy always appears together with marriage and is

treated both as the prophery and the present realization ofthe resurrection of
the body. It is seen as a vocation and as a grace, as availability and readiness to
serve others, but always in the context of the Kingdom; and

it is based on Christ's words and example and on faith in the power of God.
Accordingly, it is necessary to view celibacy in relation to the family as an

institution which does not look kindly on the radical following of Christ by

tlose who have been called to do so in a Fraternity dedicated to and directed

towards the Kingdom. It is not a question here of whether celibacy is better or

worse than marriage but of the fact that marriage, with all that it implies of
sexual intercourse and the crearion of a family, does limit one's choice of ways

of following Christ.

tr. Chastity in the Middle Ages

Medieval religious thought on chastity took its doctrine from the Fathers

of the Church, who, in turn, received it from their predecessors, the Apostolic

Fathers and the early Church. It will be instructive, then, if we review briefly
those firstyears in order to see how the medieval concept ofchastity evolved.
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1. Cbastity in the first centuries of the Churcb

During the years of the Apostolic Church, Christians were already living
the celibate life as a freely chosen, positive state, like marriage. Mauimony and

celibacy were regarded as each having its own particular value, and both were

esteemed as being charismatic. In the second century ascetics and virgins lived

the celibate life "in honor of the Lord's flesh," and spiritual masters had not
yet set celibacy apart. The balance between marriage and celibary which we

find in St. Paul remained undisturbed, while both states of life were equally

regarded as possible options for the Christian.
In the third cennlry, due to the influence of spiritual movements such as

those of the Gnostics ("those possessing special knowledge') and the Encra-

tites ("the abstainers'), celibary began to mean "virginity" alone. It was held to
be superior to marriage and even, at times, to be in opposition to marriage.

We can sa)a therefore, that, at the end of the third century, celibacy had come

to be set apart as a well-defined state in spirituality and the Christian life,

superior to marriage, and interpreted, defined and praised with metaphors [ke
"the angelic life," "spouse of Christ," "mystical nupdals" "a perfect offering
and oblation," etc.

The abtrndant literaflrre on virginity (Deairginitate) in the following centu-

ries developed these themes and, influenced by the ascetical movements, often
identified celibary with the monastic life. Both the Eastern and the Western

Fathers of the Church extolled celibary as a more perfect state, although
without thereby denigrating married life.

Due to their philosophical formation, the Fathers showed an undeniable

reserve towards the body when speaking about marriage and sexuality. For
them, chastity had come to be equated with continence, that virtue which is

one of the foundations of the whole Christian life. Perfect continence, un-

stained chastity, was the rule for all celibates (as, of course, it still is today).In
marriage, abstaining from the conjugal act was the general norm, since the

bodily union of the spouses carried in it an element of impurity unless it was

"cleansed" by the intention of procreation. Without necessarily being sinful in
itself, the marriage act could easily become at least a venial sin. The result of
this oudook was that, towards the end of the patristic period, spouses were

forbidden to receive Communion if they had recendy engaged in the marriage

act, even with the intention of begetting children.
The idea that marital intercourse somehow tainted and made impure those

who engaged in it, remained prevalent long after the period of the Fathers of
the Church and dominated the whole of the Middle Ages. The reasons for this
are to be found in the three great schools of thought of ancient Greece and

Rome, which contributed to widespread but distorted notions ofvirginity and,
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consequently, of sexuality in general. The first school, that of Plato and Philo,
taught that tlere are two worlds - the spiritual world, which is good, and the
bodily one, which is evil. The second school was that of the Stoics, whose

teaching on the emotions and affections stressed the idea that every sexual act
was diametrically opposed to the cardinal virtue of ataraxia, "equanimiql
balance of mind." The third school, Aristode's ethical intellectualism, re-
garded marriage with disfavor as being "less good" because of the iactura
mentis, the loss of control which accompanied the conjugal act. The result of
these teachings was that the virtue of chastity was seen as something elusive

and ethereal, as something that could not be regarded as in any way related to
the human body lest the virtue itself should be sullied by such an earthy
association. The Fathers of the Church and the medieval theologians and

pastors thought, wrote and preached about chastity from this ideological
standpoint.

2. Chastity in tbe Middle Aga

When we set out to gather documentary evidence about how people in the
Middle Ages understood the concept of chastity, we must remember that the
only ones who wrote about the subject were the clerics and that their writings
reflect their particular oudook. Nor must we forget that all medieval thought,
including thought on chastity, was shaped by religion. Therefore, it was the
great religious thinkers, the theologians, who laid down the rules for sexual

conduct. But these theologians simply repeated the teaching of the Fathers of
the Church, especially that of St. Augustine. That is why the medieval authors
returned again and again to the grandeur of celibate chastity, praising it from
many aspects but always against a dark background of sexuality.

Rupert of Deutz (died 1135), Hugh of St. Victor (died 1141) and St.

Bernard (died 1153) were among those who wrote about chastity, both celi-
bate and conjugal, thereby contributing to the creadon of a strong moral
pressure which obliged people to live a puritanical social life but which, in
reality, led to a kind of double standard because t-he customs of an era do not
always correspond with the teachings of the contemporary moralists and

theologians. We can judge in what low esteem the Christian ideal of chastity
was held when we see how rapidly 'Nicolaism," or concubinage among

priests, spread in the tenth and eleventh centuries, an abuse which Pope St.

GregoryVII's reform sought to correct.
In 103 1, the Council of Bourges excluded the sons of priests and deacons

from ordination and forbade any man to marry the daughter of a priest's or
deacon's concubine. Thirty years later, the bishops gathered at Lisieux were

still ordering the cathedral canons to put away their concubines, although, in
despair, they allowed the country clergy to keep theirs. Indefatigably, the
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church authorities srove to correct this abuse, but they always met with
obstinate resistance.

Very litde remains of what was wriften by those in the Church who
favoured a married clergy. No doubt this lack of documentation is due to the
fact that, in the end, they lost the batde. But there is still enough evidence for
us to appreciate the arguments they put forward in favour of marriage for the

clergy. Continence, they said, is a gift of grace and, therefore, no one should

be commanded or forced to observe it. Quoting St. Paul on marriage as a

remedy for concupiscence, they asked why, then, should it be denied to
priests?

The ordinary faithful, however, did not put forward any such sophisticated
arguments to explain or justif, the fact that, in their private lives, they
followed a moral code which did not always coincide with what the Church
taught. Because ofthe sexual obstacles to the reception ofthe Eucharist, they
chose to go to Communion just once ayear and that only at the urging of their
parish clergy. Another indication of the general level of sexual morality was

the considerable number of prostitutes. There were so many of these unfortu-
nates that some itinerant preachers founded convents to care for them.

In the Middle Ages, chastity was apparendy seen as a very high ideal which
only too often was not reached in reality. If we are to analyze the subject
properly, we shall have to consider the medieval approach to chastity from
three points of view<lerical, lay and heredcal.

a) Monastic and clerical celibacy

Medieval chastity, especially monastic chastiry, was shaped by the popu-
larly-held but self-contradictory idea that woman was both a saint and a sinner
at the same time. About this time, devotion to the Blessed \trgin grew rapidly
and reached unprecedented heights, and this was no coincidence! Mary was

seen as the saintly woman who brought us salvation by giving us her Son as our
Saviour. The devotion shown her was simply a reflection of courtly love,

whereby the knight idealized his lady and worshipped her from afaq substitut-
itg * image of perfect womanhood for the real picture of his beloved.

But the medieval picture of woman had another side to it-woman as the
incarnation of all evil. She was Eve, the temptress who seduced men into
doing evil things and on whom, therefore, they could lay all the blame for
their own lapses from virtue.

Monartic Cbastity

We can learn much about contemporary attitudes from the advice which
Cassian amibuted to the founders of monasticism: *The monk must by all
means flee from women," and also from the counsel which St.Jerome gave his
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female disciple, Julia Eustachium, about avoiding the company of men, even

men of God. It would be easy to give a list of the holy monls who apparendy

vied with each other in having nothing to do with women, but it will sufEce to
cite the example ofJohn of Licopolis, who spent forty years without seeing a

woman, and who was determined to continue in that way. Indeed, so adamant

was he that, when the wife of a high Roman ofEcial insisted on coming to see

him, he forestalled her by appearing to her in a dream, which enabled him to
keep his lifeJong resolution!

This early monastic attitude and its effects persisted into the Middle Ages.

So it was that the Carthusian Customs (Corruetudines Cnrtbu.riae) decreed:

Let us not permit vromen to come within our boundaries since we krow that
neither Solomon the wise, nor David the prophet, nor Samson the iudge, nor
Lot, who was host to God (Gen 19:30), nor the sons of God (Gen 6:2), nor even

Adam, the first man, who was formed by God's own hands, was able to widstand
the blandishments and wiles of womerr" No man can carry fire in his bosom

without burning his clothing, or walk upon hot coals without scorching his feet
(Prov 6:28), or touch pitch without being defiled (Sir 13:1).

However, it is only right that we should acknowledge that, in contrast to
traditional monasticism, there was also a "new" type of monastic life, whose

recruim were fully-grown adults, with some experience of women, either

because they had been married or at least because they were familiar with the

romantic literature of the courts of chivalry. This movement had a marked

effect on monastic literature because these "new monl6" read Scripture,

especially the Song of Songs, from the point of view of their own emotional

experiences. Even St. Bernard, who was thoroughly conyersant with the

literature of courtly love, used metaphors from it to describe how monks

should approach their personal relationships. Nevertheless, this attitude was

not the norm. Much more prevalent at that time was a fear of women in
general, while, in stark contrast, great respect and high praise were accorded

to virgins, especially consecrated virgins. Although the Apostolic Fathers and

apologists had composed treatises on virginiqS it was only at the beginning of
the fourth century, both in the East and the West, that much came to be

written and preached on virginity as a state of life. The reason for this was

simple. "The Peace of Constantine" and the appearance of monasticism

favoured the growth of virginity as a state of life within the Church. This, in
turn, produced a literature which was so abundant that it developed into a

literary form of its own. Tiacts on virginity usually contained three elements:

firsg an introductory praise of virginity and an exhortation to embrace it;
second, examples of those who had been outstanding in this Christian virtue;
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and third, a series of counsels for regulating the spiritual life ofvirgins and the
way they should conduct themselves in the community of the Church.

The great monastic Rules do not appear in the literature on virginity which
the Fathers of the Church and the ecclesiastical authors of the fourth and fifth
centuries have left us. This is so because the authors of these Rules regarded

the virtue as so evidently necessary that they felt there was no need to legislate
for it.

The writers of the Middle Ages contributed very little on the subject of
virginity because they simply repeated the ideas of the Fathers of the Church.
Even though monastic chastity was inspired by Christ's words and example, it
was shaped by the contemporary cultural patterns of disparagement of sexual-

ity urd everything connected with it, including women and marriage. It is

difEcult, then, for us to see medieval chastity as a way of life that wis filled with
joyful gratitude for the gift of celibacy which freed the heart to open itself to
God and His Kingdom.

Clerical Celibacy

The New Testament does not demand clerical celibacy. Hence, in the first
three centuries of Christi*ity, marriage and the use of marriage were not
forbidden to those who exercised ecclesiastical ministries, although virginity
was held in high esteem and continence was practised voluntarily on some

occasions by married bishops and priests. Between the fourth and eleventh
centuries, celibary first came to be established in ecclesiastical law and the use

of marriage forbidden to clerics.
In the Eastern Church, the law of celibacy applied only to bishops. How-

ever, even though celibary was the established cofirnon law in the Latin
Church during the whole of the Middle Ages, very few priests complied with
it. There were, therefore, repeated condemnations of the so-called 'Nico-
laites, " that is, the priests and deacons who were living in concubinage. During
all this time, priests'marriages were regarded as valid but unlawfirl. This lasted

until 1139, when the Second Lateran Council declared that the marriages of
priests, deacons and subdeacons were both unlawful and invalid.

Although the value of celibacyis undeniable, we must acknowledge that the

esteem in which it is held is due, in large part, to a disparagement of sexuality.

The idea that sexual purity was necessary for performing acts of divine
worship had special cogency in Judaism; and it was so successfully imposed

that, for a thousand years of the Christian era, no authoritative voice was

raised against the concept that the use of marriage made a person unfit for
divine worship because of bodily impurity.

Side by side with the campaign for clerical celibacy, there was another
movement, one promoting anti-celibacy. The very tact that qmods and coun-
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cils had to repeat over and over again the binding force of the law of celibacy
shows how dif6cult it was to impose that law. GregoryVII tried to attack the
evil of "Nicolaism" by reforming the clergy, especially the higher clergy, but
his reform failed, due to the influence of the customs of inheritance and the
effects of simony on a clergy with no vocation. So the Pope had to rely on the
faithful to support his cause by showing their disapproval of the disobedient
clerics even to the extent of refusing to attend Mass and participate in the
other liturgical functions.

In his efforts to impose clerical celibacy, the Pope was assisted principally
by St. Romuald (tl027), St. Peter Damian (t1072), St.John Gualbert (11073)

and St. Arialdo (11066), all of whom strove to promote celibary by preaching
and writing against those priests who were living in concubinage, inviting
them instead to come together in community in monasteries of canons. But
the truth is that very few of the erring priests answered the call, and most of
the monasteries of canons had to rely on new vocations.

In spite of the Pope's urging, the general public frequendy sided with those
clerics who refused to put away their concubines. But in the closing decades of
the eleventh century, this support gradually died away as more and more
"Gregorian," that is, celibate priests were appointed to office.

b) Conjugal Chastity

When we want to lnow anything about the Middle Ages, we must always

ask what the theologians were thinking about the matter then, and this
includes their views on conjugal chastity. The theologians' prejudices about
sex, and their ability to impose their opinions, Ied to the existence of at least

nvo kinds of sexual morality during the Middle Ages-+hat taught by the

clergy urd that idealized by the knights, not to mention the sexual mores of
the ordinary people, about which we know next to nothing.

We have seen that medieval thought on chastity including conjugal chas-

tity, was based on the teachings of the Fathers of the Church. Immersed as

they were in a dualistic culture, the Eastern Fathers read the New Testament

as the struggle of the spirit against the flesh to attain salvation. The down-
grading of sexuality and marriage as belonging to the flesh inevitably contrib-
uted to emphasizing virginity as a thing of the spirit.

Origen and St. Gregory of Nyssa regarded sexuality as being a consequence

of sin, an opinion held by several other Fathers. Furthermore, these authors

taught that, if sin had not intervened, the human race would have been
propagated by some angelic, non-sexual means. St. John Chrysostom did not
hesitate to state that marriage was introduced for two reasons - so that
Christians would remain chaste and so that they could become parents. Of the
two reasons, the first, chastity, was the principal one.
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This pessimistic view of sexuality was stressed in the writings of St. Jerome,
who held thatEve was avirginwhile she was still in the Garden of Eden. From
this, he deduced that virginiry was a natural state, whereas marriage was the

result of sin. Although St. Augustine did emphasize the natural goodness and

holiness of marriage and held that it was founded on God, nevertheless it was

he who laid the theological foundations for a sexual pessimism that was to
endure for centuries. He even went so far as to hold that it would be an

indescribable joy to be able to have children without sexual intercourse.
Despite such extreme views on sexualiry there were some theologians and

pastors, such as Hugh of St. Mctor, who had a more positive concept of the

mafter. Still, the clergy in general thought that the ideal of marriage was to
reach a union of souls and to disregard the sexual aspect. There are many
medieval "Legends" of saints who chose absolute conjugal chastity. An exam-

ple of this is the story of St. Cunegund, who was canonized in 1200. There we

read that Cunegund consecrated her virginity to the King of Heaven and, with
the consent ofher chaste spouse, preserved it until death. Innocent III's bull of
canonization declares thag according to the testimony of wimesses, Cunegund
had been united in marriage with the Emperor, St. Henry II, but that she had

remained a virgin. The same bull quotes what Henry is reported to have said

to his wife's parents when he was on his death-bed: "I give her back to you just

as you confided her to me: you gave her to me as a virgin; I now restore her to
you as a virgin."

The idea of sexual purity as a prerequisite for divine worship, which had

come down fromJudaism, influenced the concept that sexual relations were an

impediment to approaching the Eucharist. Generally speaking, we can say

thag in the eyes of the medieval clergy, sexuality was something dirty, some-

thing which left a stain and which, therefore, was not entirely compatible with
the purity demanded of every true Christian. As one preacher put it, the good

Christian was he who observed chastity with his wife for several days before

the great Church feasts so that he could receive Communion with greater

confidence and approach the altar of God with a free and certain conscience,

a chaste body and a clean heart. The same abstinence from sexual intercourse

was to be observed during Lent and Easter so that the married couples would

be chaste and pure for the great solemnities. But that was not all that was

expected of the good Christian man. In addition to remaining chaste for
several days before Communion, he was to approach his wife only when he

wished to beget children. This perceived incompatibility between sexual rela-
tions and reception of the Eucharist had the "logical" consequence that
newly-wed couples were forbidden to enter the church for thirty days after
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their wedding on the presumption that they had not been preserving their
"chastity."

) Heretia and chastity

The medieval sects were small groups of people who regarded themselves

as "the Elect." Like the monla or the penitents, they had been converted to a

new way of life and had "passed from the evil of the world to a holy assembly."

They wanted to withdraw together from the perverse world, to make progress

in the things of the spirit and to distance themselves from evil and from all that
was carnal. In this, their aims scarcely differed from those of the monls:
however, unlike the monks, they refused to be bound by Church discipline or

doctrine. Yet, in their manner of life, in the way they sought salvation, striving
for the purity of the angels, the distance between them and the orthodox
rigorists seemed very small. Both regarded sex as evil, urd, like Scotus Eri-
ugena, they found marriage repugnant; but the heretics'rejection of marriage

was more radical than the rigorists'. For example, the heretics of Orleans

"denigrated marriage," while others went so far as to repudiate their wives,

claiming that they did so in obedience to the precepts of the Gospel.

In effect, they were thinking of specific Gospel texts, especially the words

of Matthew I 9:1 I . To His disciples' quesdon about chastity and marriage, our

Lord replied with the parable of the eunuchs, and concluded with the warn-

ing: 'Not all men can receive this precept, but only those to whom it is given."

Surely, were not they, the members of the persecuted sects, this small group of
chosen ones who had been set apart from the evil of the world?

When the heretics read Christ's words in Luke 20:34-35, "The sons of this

age marry and are given in marriage; but those who are accounted worthy to
attain to that age and to the resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are

given in marriage," they were convinced that the married state was an impedi-

ment to progress towards the light. In preparation for Christ's second coming,

they sought to abolish all sexuality. With this aim in view, they welcomed

women as members, treated them as equals and wished to live in their com-

pany, joined with them in that love (caritas) which unites the inhabitants of
heaven in perfect purig as brothers and sisters.

The heretics' detractors mocked them and accused them of hypocriqy in
claiming to reject sexual intercourse. "These heretics," they said, "lack the

special grace conferred on clerics by their priestly anointing. FIow, then, can

they live in close contact with women and not commit sin with them? In
realiry they are wallowing in wantonness, and, in private, they indulge in
sexual obscenities. They pretend to reject marriage, but they really advocate

fornication and incest."
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Such attitudes were shaped by the principles of dualism, of evil versus good,
and by the contemporary view of women, who were seen as the very incarna-
tion of sexual temptation and the frequent cause of man's spiritual ruin. fu
such, they could not be trusted to share i, 

"ry 
ofhis nobler projects, although

they could be allowed to form separate groups of their own.
Many of the radical poyerty groups in the Middle Ages were still influenced

by a dualism which had come down to them from the Cathari. But they broke
with that tradition by taking a new approach ro women's participation in
religious life and admitting them among their members. Some of the preach-
ers who led such movemen$ came to found mixed, or rather "parallel,"
monasteries of monks and nuns: thus, Robert ofAbrissel founded Fontewault
and Norbert of )Gnten established Pr6montr6.

Those "converted" Christians who did not wish to enter monastic life had
to suffer a double burden. The Church accused ttrem of being heretics, and
the public said that they were leading lives of sexual promiscuity and general
licentiousness. Hugh of Rouen wrote disparagingly of them:

The heretics bring with them low-class women to whom they are not bound
either by the bonds ofmarriage or the ties ofblood but only by the shackles of
hrstful concubinage.

They say that they live a common life in their houses and proclaim that they
are pursuing the apostolic way of life because they do not tum women away but
welcome them into their homes, in a lawful manner, and seat them at the table.

As late as the beginning of the thirteenth cenrury, attitudes remained rhe
same. In his Cbronicon, Burchard of Ursperg (died 1230) described Bernard
Prim's group, which had been approved by Innocent III, like this:

The most reprehensible thing about them was that men and women travelled
together, lived together most of the time in the same house, and even sometimes,
it was said, slept in the same bed. All these practices, they claimed, came from the
Aposdes themselves (M. A Habig, ed.: Omnibus of Sourca, p. 1605).

Suspicion and misuust of the new groups were not confined to the general
public but were also shared by the hierarchy. Pope Innocent m's Letter of
1210 informed the archbishops and bishops that he had approved Bernard
Prim's group, the Reconciled Lombards, and warned the members of the
group that, if they had promised to observe continence, they would have to
avoid all suspicious relationships with women in the future. Buq according to
their Constitutions, which were approyed two years later, they had to promise
further

to avoid suspicious dealinp with women, so that no man should ever be alone
with a woman or even speak to her except in the presence of trustworthy
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witnesses or persons of integriry. Nor should the brothers and sisters ever sleep

in the same house or even be seated together at the same table.

The first group of Franciscans seem to have taken the same precautions. In
12l6Jacques de Vitry gave his impressions of the movement called the Lesser

Brothers and Lesser Sisters. In his first Letter (of 1216), he wrote:

During the day they go into the cities and villages, giving themselves over to the

active life of the apostolate; at night they return to their hermitage or withdraw

into solitude to live the contemplative life.

The women live near the cities in various hospices and refuges; they live a

communiry life from the work of their hands, but accept no income (M. A
Habig, Op.cit., p. 1608).

Iff. Francis and Chastity

As we have said already, Christ taught that chastity was not a mere question

ofritual or "sacred" purity, concerning religion alone. The reason for choos-

ing celibary and leaving one's family is to be able to discern the Father's will
more easily and to be free to transform the world by bringing about the spread

of God's Kingdom on earth. In itself, celibary is neither better nor worse than

marriage: married life is just another way of answering the call to build up the

Kingdom. However, celibary is necessary for those who wish to take part in
Christ's own special mission, remaining totally open to His Father and being

perfectly free to announce FIis purpose to change men and women in their

interpersonal relationships.

Like the authors of the great monastic Rules, Francis did not often use the

word "chastity," *d even when he did, it was almost always in the context of
Church law. This indicates, first, that sexualitywas not an obsession with him,

despite what his biographers wrote: and second, that he believed celibate

chastity to be so evidently necessary that there was no need to mention it
often.

But since he had chosen to live in a Fraternity within the Church, he had to

take account of celibacy, both because it was an element in canon law and,

especially, because it opens the heart to God and enhances the quality of the

fraternal relationships between the brothers.

Francis could not escape being conditioned by his times in the way he

thought about and lived his celibate chastity. Theology, morality, religious

Iiterature and even contemporary customs all portrayed a fear-filled chastity

which reacted disproportionately to anything sexual with penances and modes

of conduct which seem strange to us today, but which the people of the Middle

Ages found quite normal; and this, too, affected Francis. But despite every-

thing, in following Christ in celibary, he still found the freedom which placed
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him at God's disposal and enabled him to spread the Kingdom as a wandering
preacher.

1.l{nigbtb courtesy

Francis's affective life, his feelings and emotions, were deeply affected by
the concept of"courdy love." FIis frustrated vocation as a knight so shaped his
personality that courtesy was the natural way for him to express himself. His
biographers seized upon this facet ofhis character and exaggerated it to the
point of depicting him as "a soldier of Christ" (rniles Chrixfl, as St. Martin of
Jburs had been before him. Later, some authors used this trait of chivalrous

courtesy as the main element in their image of Francis. However, despite the
fact that the chivalrous aspect of his life was sometimes grossly over-empha-
sized, as was the fashion in traditional hagiography, his writings clearly show
his habitual courtesF towards everyone he met.

a) Courtly loae

Francis's biographers, especially Celano, describe a man who, even before
his conversion, possessed the quality which made a ffue knight, that is,

"courtliness" (curialitas). After his conversion, this "courtliness," this courtery
which is closely related to love of neighbor, became the means whereby he

expressed his love for all humanity. He dealt courteously with bishops, feudal
lords, the rich and the poor, in fact with everyone, and even with his own body.

But what exactly was that courtesy which was so characteristic of medieval

chivalry and which Francis used as a way to follow Christ and spread His
Kingdom?

The history of courtesy is closely linked with the history of chivalry; and

the troubadours extolled courtesy in their songs. Courtesy began among the

upper classes as a change in their customs, a transformation in the way they
lived. In Aquitaine, at the beginning of the welfth century a civilizing move-

ment started which, over the years, gradually soothed the frustrations and

lessened the belligerence of the more intelligent members of the warrior class,

slowly changing them from brawling thugs into courtly knights.
To cement friendly relationships with their neighbors, the feudal lords used

to visit each others' courts: they literally "courted" each other. From this
practice, the word "courtesy" came to mean approaching someone respect-

fully and with due formality. Up to this time, the women of the courts had

been mainly objects of pleasure for the diversion of their warrior lords in their
idle hours. But, in time, all this changed, and the lady of the house became the

pride and joy of her lord, gready admired and respected by his guests. The
rules of courtesy, which had been drawn up for the warrior chiefs, were now
transferred from the lord to his lady and gradually developed into the rules of
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"courdy love." This form of love, this "courdiness" or courteqf, was an
important factor in moulding society. Far from being a mere passing, superfi-
cial fashion, it became a veritable revolution in men's attitudes towards
women. Nowwomen began to be seen as ideal obiects of lnighdy love, a love
that was not base and carnal but was, instead, a romantic yearning for the
distant lady; a silent, hidden adoration; a deep feeling of great joy in loving and
in being loved. The troubadours'songs dwelt endlessly upon the yearnings
and the torments, the fears and the hopes of the pining lover.

b) Godl coartesy

Courteqy was not simply a feature of medieval chivalry which the trouba-
dours described and praised in their songs and poems. For Francis and his
school of spirituality, courtesy was one of the amibutes of God, who, out of
courtesy, provides the sun and the rain for good and bad alike @or 37).In the
fourteenth century, the English mystic,Julian ofNorwich, was ro followin the
same tradition, thus showing the great influence which the concept of courdy
love had on medieval spiritual thought.

In her Rarcl.ations of Dioine Imte, she wrote:

Our courteous Lord willeth that we be as homely with him as heart can think or
soul desire. But we must beware lest we take this homeliness so recklessly as to
forcake courtesy. Our Lord himself is sovereign Homeliness. But as homely as he
is, even so courteous he is; for he is very Courtesy (The Reaelatioru of Diaine Looe
of Julian of Norwicb rans. byJames Walsh, SJ.; Abbey Press, St. Meinrad, Ind.,
197 5, pp. 1961.

In all this tradition ofrelating courtly love or courtesy to the spiritual life,
there is a Tiinitarian element which illuminates and provides a motive for
chastity or celibate love. The men and women of the Middle Ages adopted the
troubadours' concept of courtesy as a way of living and acting, inspired by love

and by the beloved. That is, they saw God's courtesy as a model for and as a

way of showing their own love for others. God is love, and He has demon-
strated His love in the form of courtery. His plan of salvation for us is firll of
tenderness and consideration, of a courtesy that springs from the immensity of
the love within the Holy Tiinity and from God's respect for us, to whom He
has given Flimself as Saviour.

Francis was aware that all the "great things" which God has done for us

bear the mark of FIis courtesy, for, as Julian of Norwich says, He is 'tery
Courtesy," that is, courtesy itself. Francis's amazement at the way in which
God has revealed Himself to us made him burst into praise for the Father:

... for through Your holy will, and tfuough Your only Son, with the Holy Spirit,
You have created all things spiritual and corporal, and, having made us in Your
own image and likeness, You placed us in paradise (RegNB 23:1).
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Because God's courtesy was not confined to creation, Francis went on to
praise Him eloquendy for the gift of the Incarnarion, toor

And we thank you for, as through Your Son You creared us, so also, through Your
holy love, with which You loved us, You brought about His birth as true God and
true man by the glorious, ever-virgin, most blessed, holy Mary and You willed to
redeem us captives through His cross and blood and death S.egNB 23:3).

The "great things" which God has done for us out of love remain with us

so that we may accept them freely, as children who are capable of under-
standing their Fatherb love. So it was that Francis gratefully aclnowledged the
patient love that God offers us day by day:

And we thank You, for Your Son Himself will come again in the glory of His
majesty to send the wicked ones who have not done penance and who have not
known You into the etemal fire, and to say to all those who have known You and
have adored You and have served You in penance: "Come, you blessed of my
Father, receive the kingdom which has been prepared for you from the beginning
of the world" (RegNB 23:4).

God's love is infinite yet courteous: He lavishes it upon us, but it never
overwhelms or crushes us. He shows FIis graciousness and generosity by
making "his sun rise on the evil xrd on the good" (cf. Mt. 5:45), for, in the end,
as Francis said: "Courtesyis a sister of charity. It extinguishes hatred and keeps
love alive" (Fior 37). The troubadour's courtesy was the consequence of the
passionate love he felt for his beloved: Francis's courtesy was a consequence of
the merciful love which God shows us in the way He acts towards us.

) Francis's coarteyJ

For Francis, God's way of acting towards us was the model for the way we

should act towards each other. Because God is courteous in the way He shows
FIis love, Francis and his brothers had to do likewise if they wished to follow
Christ. In depicting Francis as "a soldier of Christ" (miles Cbrist), Celano
relates thag even before his conversion, the Saint was untainted by avarice and

showed no desire to pile up wealth but was, on the contrary, prodigal and

spendthrift. fu for his dealings with others, we are told that "he was a very
kindly person, easy and affable" (lCel 2). The Three Companions complete
the picture by adding that "he was naturally courteous in manner and speech"
(L3S 3).

In the course of his conversion, Francis continued to cultivate the virtues
which were held up as ideals for the knights whose ranks he had longed to join.
Celano goes on to describe the Saint by sayrng that, besides serving the lepers,
he also helped others in need with loving generosity. Despite his usual meticu-
lous courtesy, he once dealt curdy with a poor man who had asked him for
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alms. He was immediately sorry for his discourtesy and resolved never to
refuse anything to anyone who asked in the name of God (lCel 17).

In describing Francis, Celano stresses his courtesy by telling us that "he was

charming in his manners, serene by nature (and) affable in his conversation...,

gracious in all things..., sweet of disposition" (1Cel83).

FIis courtesy was evident in every aspect of his life, and he imparted it to his

companions. He encouraged the courtly manners of Brother Pacificus, who
had been "the king of poets" (LP 43). He asked his Guardian, who had always

been courteous towards him, to show him the same courtesy by giving him
permission to make "restitution" by returning a mantle which, he said, "be-
longed" to a certain poor woman (2Cel 92). Because courtesy inspired by the
love of God ought to be the model for all our actions, Francis commanded his

brothers to conduct themselves accordingly (RegNB 7:15); and he even asked

"Brother Fire" to be courteous to him when he had to undergo cauterization
(I-M 5:9).

It was courteqy that had turned Francis's thoughts to becoming a knight in
the first place. And, after his conversion, he used acts ofcourtery to express his

love for God urd neighbor because he had discovered that God had poured
out His love on humanity and on him, especially, in the form of courtesy.

Therefore, courtesy had become something much greater than mere polite-
ness in dealing with others. For Francis, courtesy was a practical way of
demonstrating his love for his Lord and all His creafures.

2. "With pure bearts and chaste bodiu...."

The courteous love which was the mainspring of Francis's life allowed him
to view chastity as extending beyond the purity of heart which the Beatitudes

commend. For him, the pure were those who followed the plan wtrich God
had for them when he formed them with His hands: that is, they were like our
first parents, who walked before the face of the Lord and whose normal

activities did not remove or distance them from His presence, which was the

very reason for their existence. But, through sin, they became impure and

unable to bear having Flim see them. When theyrealized thattheywere naked

and without dignity, they hid from His view, and devoted all their efforts to

putting up barriers to Flis approach and to finding ways to get farther away

from their original state of purity.

a) Pare of heart

Quoting the Beatitudes, which Christ gave us to help us to recover our

original innocence, Francis described what having a pure heart meant to him:

'Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God' (Mt 5:8). The truly pure in
heart are those who despise the things of earth and seek the things of heaveg and
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who never cease to adore and behold the Lord God, Iiving and true, with a pure
heart and soul (Adm 16:l-2).

If we are to regain the purity of heart which we lost through sin, we must
turn back from the path we have hitherto been following. We do this by
despising or placing less value on earthly things in order to seek our true
destiny and reason for living, namely, God. The language Francis used here
could lead us to make the mistake of cultivating an unbalanced, overly-ethe-
real spirituality that would require us to despise created things in order to
draw nearer to the Creator. But to do that would be to misinterpret Francis
completely, for his whole purpose here was to stress one of the central, most
radical ideas in the Gospel: "Seek first the kingdom of God, and all these
things shall be added to you" (cf. Lk 12:31).

Only they who are able to open their hearts to the Spirit so that He may
direct them in their way to the Father---only they have reached that happiness
of which the Beatitudes speak. But being members of the Kingdom presup-
poses an unrelenting effiort on our part to rid our hearts of all the filth left in
them by sin. Francis warns us to be vigilant in seeking to discover whatever
may be leading us astray. We must strive to find and rurn to FIim who alone
can make our hearts truly human - rhe God who created us and goes on loving
us. That is why he wrore:

And let us be very careful of the malice and the subtlery of Satan, who wishes that
a man not raise his mind and heart to God. And as he roams about, he wishes to
ensnare the heart of a person under the guise ofsome reward or help, and to snuff
out our memory of the word and the precepts of the Lord, and wishes to blind
the heart of a person through worldly affairs and concerns and to live there
(RegNB 22191.

The pure heart of which Francis speaks is the attitude of those who have
chosen to follow Christ because they find in Him the new humanity which the
Kingdom offers us. That is why, when speaking about the Divine Office, he
recommends to clerics that they should

... not (concentrate) on the melody of the voice but on the harmony of the mind,
so that the voice may blend with the mind, and the mind be in harmony with
God..., in such a way that they may please God through puriry of heart and not
charm the ears of the people with sweerness of voice (EpOrd 41f).

This is the same attitude he asks the faithful to have when they are praising
the Lord:

Let rx love God, therefore, and adore Him with a pure heart and a pure mind
because He Who seeks this above all else has said:'The true worshippers will
adore the Father in spirit and in tmth' fln 4:23) (2EpFid 19).

I
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Similarly, he asts the brothers who are priests that,

whenever they wish to celebrate Mass, being pure, they offer the true Sacrifice
of the most holy Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ purely. (Let them do
this) with reverence (and) with a holy and pure intention, not for any mundane
reason or out of fear or out of love of some person, as if tley were pleasing
people. But let every wish be directed to God inasmuch as grace will help (them),

desiring thereby to please only the most high Lord since He alone does these

things as He pleases (EpOrd l4f).

The new man whom Christ pictures for us does not have to hide from the

gaze of the Father. To seek anything apart from the Father would blur that
picture and lead the heart astray. Neither people's admiration for a beautifi:l
voice nor the fear or love of others should be allowed to disrupt our direct
relationship with God. As we saw; in the Middle Ages those who wished to
receive Commurrion were required to have an absolute sexual purity, a "ritual"
purity which applied not only to inner cleanness of hearg but to purity of body
as well.

b) Pure in body

Francis knew that impurity is not iust something external but is an expres-

sion of a person's heart and soul:

For as the Lord says in the Gospel:'From the heart of man come forth and flow
evil thoughs, adulteries, fornications, murders, the&s, avarice, wantonness, de-

ceit, lewdness, evil looks, false testimonies, blasphemy, foolishness' (d. Mk 7:21-
22; Mt 15:19). All these evil things flow from wittin, from the heart of a Person
(cf. Mk 7:23), and these are the things that make a person unclean (Mt 15:20)
(RegNB 22:7f).

Although contemporary theological thought obliged Francis to take a

narrow view of chastity in connection with the Eucharist, he did not regard

bodily purity in isolation, as if it had special significance in itself. In his

exhortation to all the faithful, he encouraged them to approach Christ in the

Eucharist because the Lord "wills that all of us should be saved through Him
and that we receive Him with our pure heart and chaste body" (2EpFid l4).

Bodily chastity is just part of that purity of heart which allows us to see God

without blushing. By referring to chastity of body together with purity of
heart, Francis was indicating that sexuality is not something apart from and

independent of the rest of human life. Those who have decided to live close to
God must integrate their sexuality into their lives as something good and

positive which allows them to know and realize their own identity, as well as to
maintain healthy relationships with others. This, of course, demands that they

use the same vigilance in restraining their sexuality that they use in curbing
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their tendencies to seek for power or possessions, tendencies which theyknow
can disrupt their relationship with God.

Purity or chastity, in the sense of cleanness of heart or innocent tran-
sparence, is not confined to people. Francis raised it to the level of a symbol by
applyrng it to all creatures. So, Sister Water, besides being usefirl, humble and

precious, is also chaste (CantSol 7), as is Brother fuh, too (L3S 15); and

Francis described the turde-doves which a boy had brought to sell in the

market as'tnnocent birds ... srrmbols of pure, humble and taithful souls" @ior
22).

Chastity, then, rather than being a timorous virtue, is the attitude of those

who acknowledge their human weakness and who know that they must inte-

$ate their sexuality into the way of life which they have promised to the Lord,
a life which requires them to be so clean of heart that they can meet God's gaze

and not be ashamed at their nakedness before Him.

3. Francis's attitude tmaard,s zlornen

Masculinity and femininity are two elements of human psychology, both of
which are found, to some extent at least, in men and in women. Depth
psychologisa say that in every human personality there is a masculine element
(animus) and a feminine element (anima).If a person is to be firlly human, he

or she must raise both elements to the level of consciousness; and that is

dif6cult to do because of the cultural roles usually assigned to men and to
women. Normally, men are conscious only of their masculine side, while their
feminine side remains in their unconscious: and the opposite happens in
women.

The feminine component in men and the masculine in women is usually

awakened, to a greater or lesser degree, when each has or at least has had

healthy, normal friendships with people of the opposite sex. Was this the case

with Francis?

When writing about heroes or saints, authors tend to exaggerate their
subjects'virtues. For example, Leonard Boffwrote that:

In Francis, we find one of the happiest s),ntheses ever achieved by Western
Christian culture. In him, we see the full vigor of the anim'u.s and, at the same

time, we can admire in him an extraordinary development of rhe anim.a.

Nevertheless, in this respect, things are not as clear as we should Iike,

especially when the testimony of Francis's biographers and even parts of his

own writings lead us to believe that he was fearfirl of women. \ /e must try to
reach the reality behind this image of the Saint if we are not to see him simply
as a man whom Clare admired and whom Jacoba of Settesoli treated like a

friend but who actually was a pathological enemy of all other women.
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a) Francis's attitade tmtards womm

At first glance, Celano's description of Francis's attitude towards women
could not be more negative:

That honeyed poison, namely, familiarities with women, which lead astray even
holy men, Francis commanded should be entirely avoided.... Indeed, a woman
was so unwelcome to him ttrat you would think that his caution was not a warning
or an example but rather a dread or a horror (2Cel 112).

St. Bonaventure added his own view of the matter:

(Francis) solicitously commanded the friars to avoid familiarity with women,
whether by sight or by conversation, which have often led many to a fall. He
affirmed that through this sort of thing a weak spirit is often broken and a strong
spirit weakened (LM 5:5).

Such descriptions are usually accompanied by specific examples of Francis's
attirude. According to the testimony of Br. Stephen in the Chronicle of
Lanercosg Francis wished to avoid familiaritywith any woman, and he would
not allow women to address him in familiar terms. However, he did seem to
be fond of Clare; yet even when he spoke to her or about her, he would not call
her by name but simply referred to her as "a Christian." Such a cautious and

selective approach to women on Francist part seems to be affirmed bywhat he

confessed to a companion:

I tell you the truth, dearest brother, I would not recognize any woman if I looked
into her face, except rwo. The face of the one and of the other is known to me,
but I knowno other (2Cel 112).

Does this traditionally "saindy" picture of Francis correspond to his real

attitude towards women; or is it, instead, a pious distortion arising out of the

cult that was then developing around him? We must remember that the

paffern which Francis's biographers followed in describing him was already

traditional in this type of literature, the bios angelikos or angelic life, especially

in the matter of chastity. For these hagiographers, the model holy man was

one who had lived like the angels, who do not have to suffer the tensions of
sexuality.

But in addition to these literary conventions, Francis's biographers had

other preoccupations and problems which arose in the context of their times.

As more and more of the brothers setded down in friaries, the Fraternity
gradually began to fit the traditional view of what normal monastic religious
life should be. In this view, the image of women as a danger to men's virtue
hovered menacingly over the heads and consciences of those brothers who did
have some dealings with the opposite sex. Did the biographers'insistence on
avoiding all dealings with women express their disapproval of an abuse which
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they saw as dangerous for the friars? Perhaps, also, their moralizing hid their
worry about certain attitudes which were then present in the Order, especially

in regard to poverty, and with which they did not agree. The best way, then,

to express their anxiety was to put words into Francis's mouth to justifr their
own dissatisfaction and show the need to have the abuses corrected.

An example of this occurs in Thomas of Eccleston's Chronicle, where

Brother Walter of Reygate says that:

It was revealed to a brother from the province of St. Francis that the devils hold

a council against the Order each year, and that they have found three ways to
harm ie familiariry with women, admitting useless people and handling money
(n. 101).

Because Francis and his brothers were a gtoup of celibates striving to live

the Gospel life within the Church, they had to take account of the Church's

canonical constraints on the religious life of the time. So it was that they had

to include in the Rule of l22l the canonical safeguards to chastity which they

had hitherto lacked. And they did this to distance themselves from the other
itinerant radical poverty movements whose members were, among other

things, accused of living dissolute lives.
This was the historical context of the provisions of the Earlier Rule:

All the brothers, wherever they are or go, should avoid impure glances and

association with women. And no one should counsel them or travel alone (with
them) or eat at table (with them) from the same plate. The priests should speak

honorably with them when giving them (the sacrament of) penance or some

spiritual advice. And absolutely no rf,oman should be received to obedience by
any brothers, but once she has been given spiritual advice, let her perform a

penance where she will. And all of us must keep close watch over ourselves and

keep all pars of our body pure, since the Lord says: "Anyone who looks lusdully
at a woman has already committed adultery with her in his heart" (Mt 5J8); and

the Aposde says: "Do you not know that your members are the temple of the

Holy Spirit?" (cf. lCor 6:19); therefore, whoever'$iolates God's temple, God
will destroy him" (lCor 3:17) (RegNB 12tl-6).

This passage raises several questions because it implies some negative

experiences. Did the friars of the early Fraternity always associate normally
and chastely with women as did the other lay movemens? Or did they take

those legal measures in order simply to put an end to false suspicions about

them that were beginning to circulate among the people? Or was it, perhaps,

the Roman Curia which hinted that they should take such steps to avoid

suspicion, including that of forbidding the friars to "receive (any woman) to
obedience," after Francis had received Clare and Praxedes CGstCl 4; 3Cel
1 181)?
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The later Rule of 1223 was more concise about the matter and met legal
requirements by saying simply: "I firmly command all the brothers not to have

any associations or meetings with women which could arouse suspicion"
(RegB 11:1). fu the Fraternity developed, it was increasingly compelled to
comply with the legal demands of the Church. Yet this does not mean that
Francis regarded with disfavor the canonical precautions in the matter of
chasdty since, to some extent, these precautions coincided with the contempo-
rary negative view of sexuality.

Not only did the law lay down measures to prevent sins against chastity, it
also prescribed what was to be done when such sins were committed:

If any brother, at the instig'ation of the devil, commits a sin of fornicatiorq he

should be deprived ofthe habit, which he has lost through his wickedness, and he

should put it aside completely, and be totally expelled from our Order. And
afterwards let him do penance for his sins (RegNB l3:l-2).

The sternness of the punishment shows how highly Francis valued chastity
as part of the "form of the holy Gospel" CGst 14) which the friars had
promised the Lord to observe. Heresy and fornication were incompatible with
being a Friar Minor. Therefore, those who fell into such sins were not, stricdy
speaking, expelled from the Fraterniry but were invited to end the farce of
wearing a habit that did not correspond with an interior attitude of loving God
and adoring Him with a pure heart and chaste body (I-M 5:4). A Friar Minor
loses his whole identity when, instead of removing impediments so that he can

serve, honor and adore the Lord God with a clean heart and pure mind, he

commits fornication and so raises a barrier that prevents him from consecrat-

ing himself entirely to God. The most logical course of action for him then is
to leave the Fraternity and do penance for his sins.

During the early years of the Fraternity, it may have been necessary to lay
down reguladons for protecting chastity; but that was not quite how the

mafter was seen as the community developed in later years. The respectfrrl

spontaneity towards women which was so characteristic of the lay movemens
was gradually losg to be replaced by a return to the misrrusr and misogyny
prevalent in the monastic tradition. Celano, especially in his Second Life,
depicts Francis as being so much a misogynist that it is scarcely credible. For
Celano, women were not just ordinary human beings to be treated in an

ordinary way, but rather dangers to be avoided (2Cel 112). We may well aslg

however, if this deeply pessimistic view really represents Francist own opinion
of women.
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Women as rymbols

In Francis's spiritual journey, the feminine element, the image of woman,

played an important part. While he was growing up, he had been profoundly
influenced by the idea of "courdy love," which the monks of the more recendy

established Orders had transformed into "courtly mysticism." As a conse-

quence, he understood his Gospel way of life in terms of a lnight's devodon to
his lady. In the age of chivalry the ideal woman held a privileged position; and

having tender feelings for such a woman was regarded as a way of life, a kind

of vocation. She was the queen of her husband's heart and so was to be

honored like a queen. She was also the ideal of the warrior-poet, and, in order

to win her, he had to show by his valor in batde or by the beauty of his songs

that he was worthy of her. For her, he fought injustice and evil; for her, he

wept and sang; and although she remained inaccessible, she was the reason for
all that he did and all that he was.

Usually, the lady of the knight's dream was above hirn in social standing, or

at least he placed her on a pedestal because he considered that she was above

him in worthiness: and he called her "Lady" (Domina).llis love for her was

inspired by her physical charms and beauty of character, as well as by the awe

he felt at the greamess of her dig-ty.
This romantic aura surrounding the "lady" engendered an atmosphere of

profound and enchanting mystery. The troubadours used superlatives to de-

scribe this atrnosphere, and the monks of the newer Orders used it as an image

of their faith. HoweveE Francis had not read the monls' writings on this

subject, so that he must have had some other means of access to it, since

woman as an ideal archetype is present in his writings. It is also a feature which

the biographers developed as they described lris spiritual journey.

Celano tells us that, when asking Innocent III to approve his Fraterniry

Francis did so by means of a parable: 'A certain woman who was poor but very

beautiful...." (2Cel 16). This parable was not original: it appeared also in the

sermon books of the time, but the mere fact that Celano quoted it and put it
in Francis's mouth, would seem to show the Saint's view of woman as a symbol.

There have been many theories about the identity of this "poor but very

beautiful" woman, who was able to present her king with sons and bring them

up "nobly" in the desert. One theory is that the woman was Mary, who, as a

qgmbol of 'Mother Church," rescued humanity by making us heirs of the

Kingdom. This would signiry that Mary was t}re primordial woman, the

antithesis of Eve, and the one woman whose humanityhad notbeen tainted by

original sin.

But the woman in the parable can be seen in another way, as the wisdom of
God made incarnate in poverty. For Francis, povertF was not simply a virtue
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but was both the form in which the Son of God was made flesh and the
expression of His Gospel. Hence, although poverry was spurned by everyone,
Francis decided to leave father and mother and cleave to his lady, Lady
Poverty, with an eternal love (2Cel 55). As death approached, he left his
brothers this advice: "Let them alwap love and be faithful to our Lady Holy
Poverty" (festSen 4).

Another incident which Celano relates is that of the three poor women who
appeared mysteriously to Francis, who was rhen blind, and greeted him in a

rather unusual way: "\Melcome, Lady Poverty!" (2Cel 93). Clearly, the Saint
regarded poverty as the basic reason for his choice of the Gospel life, and this
is reinforced by St. Bonaventure when he tells us how Francis used to call
poverty "his mother, his bride and his lady" Q-NL7:6).

"Mottrer, bride and lady" are three states of life in which women can
manifest the poverty of Christ; and Francis used them as qFmbols of his
Gospel life. In his Salutation to the Virtues, he widened the symbolism of
woman still further by singing the praises of Queen Wisdom and her sisteq

Simplicity; of Lady Poverty, with her sister, Humility; and of Lady Charity,
with her sister, Obedience (SalMrt 1-3).

These virtues are personifications of the grace which the Holy Spirit pours
into the hearts of the faithful so thar they will be receptive to God's love
(SaIB'WVI 6). These were also the virtues which made Mary the daughter of
the Fatheq the mother of our Lord Jesus Christ and the spouse of the Holy
Spirit (OffPass Ant 2).

The fact that Francis raised womanhood to such an exalted level, even to
the extent of making woman a symbol of salvation, is the key to understanding
his real attitude towards women. His youthfirl fascination with knighthood
and chivalry led him to regard woman as the lady who was worthy of all his
love, but, at the same time, of all his respect, too. The parable of the king who
sent two ambassadors to his queen describes this attitude perfecdy. When the
second of these ambassadors praised the queen's beauty, the king rebuked him:

Wicked servant, you have cast impure eyes upon my wife? It is evident that you
wished to purchase what you looked upon so sharply.

On the other hand, however, when the king asked his first ambassador

about the queen's beauty, he replied: "It is for you, my lord, to look upon that;
my business was only to deliver a message." Then the king said:

You are chaste of eye, and being even more chasre of body, you shall be my
chamberlain. But let this other man depart from my house lest he defile my
mariage bed (2Cel 113).
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As Celano sees ig this custody of the eyes is a kind of respectfrrl reluctance

to fix one's eyes on a woman's face, and it is even more respectfi,rl when it is a

case of a woman consecrated to God.
When a good woman, accompanied by her daughter, a young virgin conse-

crated to God, came to see Francis, he spoke only about spiritual things and

did not look at the face of either woman. When he was later asked by his

companion why he had not looked at the holyvirgin who had come to see him
with such great devotion, he replied: "\Mho must not fear to look upon the

bride of Christ?" (2Cel 114).

The way Francis normally used to keep a respectfirl distance from women
contrasts sharply with his closeness to them as a miracle-worker. Without
going into the nature or authenticity of Francis's miracles, we Lnow that many
of them concerned women, including some in situations, for example, in
childbirth, where the intervention of a male saint might have been deemed

inadvisable.
Francis's view of womanhood had been gready influenced by the poetic,

religious ideals of his youthfirl devotion to chivalry; yet, for him, woman was

not a being of fantary. Quite possibly he was natural and relaxed in their
company. In the episode where he fashioned a wife and family for himself out
of snow, he did so, not because danger comes from women as such, but from
having a superficial view of them. From Celano's description, we can see that
Francis's action was his dramatic way of strengthening his conviction that,
while the responsible use of sex, as in marriage, does have its own joys, it also

involves many sacrifices which cannot honesdy be evaded. This is precisely

where temptation lies, in the attempt to distort marriage by concentrating
solely on the joys and pleasures it offers. It is this view of woman exclusively as

an object of pleasure that prevents total self-surrender to God's service (2Cel

tr7).
Francis's image of women, then, was not a romantic one. Although he did

see them in the light of courdy love and therefore treated them with respect,

he was still a realist where they were concerned. At least, we can deduce as

much from his friendship and affectionate relationship with Praxedes, Jacoba
and Clare.

In his teatise on Mjracles, Celano describes Francis's friendship with
Praxedes in somewhat high-flown language:

Praxedes, most renowned of the women religious of Rome and the Roman
Empire, from very tender childhood, hid herself away in an austere enclosure and
lived there for forty years out of love for her Eternal Spowe, thereby being
deserving of St. Francis's singular confidence. Francis received her into obedi-
ence - an honor which he conferred on no other woman - and granted her the
habit of the religious Order, that is to say, the tunic and cord.
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When Praxedes broke her leg in a fall and had no one to come to her aid,
she complained lovingly to St Francis:

My most holy father, you who so graciously hasten ro rhe relief of so many people
whom you had never met while you were alive, why do you not come to help this
miserable person who, while you were still living in this world, did merit to some
degree your most gende favour?

Overcome by sleep and in the middle of an ecstaqy, she had a vision of
Francis clothed in the shining white garments of heaven, and he addressed her
tenderly: "Get up, blessed daughter: get up, and do not be afraid" (3Cel 181).
Celano also tells us about another friend of Francis's:

Jacoba of Settesoli, equally renowned for her nobility and her sanctiry in the city
of Rome, had merited the privilege of a special love from St. Francis.... Afew days
before his death, he wanted to send word to Rome for the LadyJacoba that if she
wanted to see him whom she had loved so ardently in this land of exile..., she
should come with the greatest speed.

But no message was needed, becauseJacoba had come unsummoned to see

him. When he heard of her arrival, he exclaimed:

Blessed be God, who has guided the LadyJacoba, our brother, to us. Open the
door and bring her ir1 for our BrotherJacoba does not have to observe the decree
against women (3Cel 37).

After Francis's death, his vicar had Jacoba

led quietly, sreamingwith rears, to Francis, and his body was placed in her arms.
"See," said the vicar, "he whom you loved in life you shall hold in your arms in
death." She wept hot tears over his body, wept aloud, and sighed deeply; and
holding him in her arms and kissing him, she loosened the veil so that she could
see him unhindered (3Cel 39).

We shall speak shordy atrout Francis's friendship with Clare. We must
point out, however, that his relationship with her and wirh Praxedes and

Jacoba was not on a basis of equality, of one equal to another, but rather of a

father to his spiritual daughters. The contemporary saindy image of Francis
may have influenced his biographers' descriptions of his relationship with
these women, resulting in a false representation of the nanre of that relation-
ship. Nevertheless, the descriptions do show that the people who lnew Fran-
cis and the three women regarded his friendship with them as good and

innocent.

b) Francirl attitude touards nuns

The relationship of Francis and his brothers with the nuns of San Damiano,
especially with Clare, seems to have contained a downright contradiction.
Francis was in such close contac with Clare and her nuns that the whole
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Fraternity became involved in helping them. But this was a direct contraven-

tion of the precept of the Rule of 1223 prohibiting entrlr to "the monasteries

of nuns except (for) those ftrothers) to whom special permission (rad) been

granted by the Apostolic See" (RegB l1:2).

Francis and Clare

There is no difEculty in establishing the existence of Francis's relationship
with Clare, even before she entered San Damiano; in fact, it is mentioned in
her Process of Canonization. The difficulty comes when we try to assess the

nature of their relationship. Francis never found writing easy: in addition, he

was seldom at any great distance from Clare. Consequently, we have no
friendly letters from one to the other which would have helped us to judge

how deep was their attachment to each other. There are some indications but
few texts, so that it would be hazardous to state, as Manselli does, that the

friendship between Francis and Clare was "distinctive, very human and quite

unequivocal. It was a relationship of esteem, deep understanding and great

affection."
We cannot deduce from Francis's extant writings that such a close relation-

ship existed between him and Clare, nor do Clare's writings provide evidence

for the friendship that is supposed to have existed berween the mro saints. The
main reason for this dearth of information is that, when they did put pen to
paper, it was not to express their feelings towards each other but to convey

their thoughts on the progress of their Gospel project. fu a result, their
writings are so objective, so completely 'tocational" in nature, that it is

impossible to know what, if anything, Iay behind them.
We must remember, too, that Clare's writings were composed many years

after Francis's death, with the inevitable distortions of memory caused by his

rapid elevation to sainthood and the very human tendency to see everything
he had said or done as being tinged with the miraculous. And so, when Clare

came to write about Francis, she did not describe their relationship as being

berween equals but rather as being between a father and daughter. It may be

argued, then, that Clareb writings do not reflect the reality of her friendship

with Francis. However, all the other evidence we possess reinforces the

impression we get from Clare's writings, that her relationship with Francis

was, indeed, not of one equal to another but was, instead, that of a daughter to

her father.

One example will be sufEcient to prove our point. In a statement in Clare's

Process of Canonization, a witrress attested that:

Lady Clare also related how once, in avision, it seemed to her she brought a bowl
of hot water to Saint Francis along with a towel for drying his hands. She was

climbing a very high stairway, but was going very quickly, almost as though she
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were going on level ground. When she reached Saint Francis, the saint bared his
breast and said to tire Lady Clare: 'Come, take and drink'. After she had sucked
from it, ttre saint admonished her to imbibe once ag"ain. After she did so, what she
had tasted uras so sweet and delightful, she in no way could describe it. After she
had imbibed, that nipple or opening of the breast from which the milk came
remained berween the lips of blessed Clare. After she took what remained in her
mouth in her hands, it seemed to her it was gold so clear and bright that
everything was seen in it as in a mirror (Process 3:29, rn R.gtt J. Armsrong,
O.EM. Cap.: Clare of Assii: fur$ Docamenrs, Franciscan Institute Publicatiors:
St. Bonaventure, N.Y. 1994, p. 152).

If we are to understand this dream and the symbolic images used in ig we
must see it in the cultural, mystical and religious context and language of the
times. A few observations here should be sufficient to give an idea of the type
of relationship which existed between Francis urd Clare.In the Form of Life
(Forma aiuend) which he drew up for Clare and her Sisters, Francis promised
them that he would always have "loving care and special soficitude" for them
(FormViv 2). In his Rule of 1223,we find a parallel passage;

If a mother has such care and love for her son born according to the flesh (cf. 1

Thess 2:7), should not someone love and care for his brot-her according to the
Spirit even more diligently? (RegB 6:8).

Here Francis used the image of a mother nursing and loving her son, taking
his inspiration from I Thess 2:7, wlrich, in the version he lnew, read: "For we
were made babes among you, like a nurse taking care of her children." He also

used the image of a mother elsewhere in his writings. He wrote to Brother
Leo: "I speak to you, my son, as a mother" @pl-eo 2), while he commanded
the brothers who were living in hermitages to be mothers to each other
(RegEr l, 2 , 4). Similarly, the biographies abound in stories which emphasize

Francis's maternal relationship with his brothers. In the presence of the Pope,
he told a parable in which he represented himself as "a poor ... maiden (who)
Iived in a desert" and who bore the king many sons (L3S 50; 2Cel 16; LM
3:10). In a difficult time for the Fraternity, Francis saw himself in a dream as

the litde black hen who had countless chicks which he saw as the many
children whom the Lord had given and would give him (L3S 63; 2Cel24).
Before Francis's time, Cistercian literature had elaborated on the theme and

the image of the abbot as a mother; and authors, such as St. Bernard, told the
abbos that they should be mothers to their monks, whom they should nurnlre
as mothers do their infants. In this regard, we must remember that San

Damiano had Cistercians as visitators and that Clare listened to their sermons
with great eagerness. Leaving aside the possible symbolisms and interpreta-
tions of Clare's dream, what is important for us here is to point out once more
that the relationship between Francis and Clare which it reflects was not that
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of equal with equal but of a father or mother with a daughter, that of a master

with his disciple.
Sryrrg that Francis's friendship with Clare was a father-daughter relation-

ship does not mean that it was not close and profound, capable of developing

the emotional life of both and of being integrated into their spiritual growth.

But when we are trying to ascertain the real nature of their friendship, we must

be careful not to let our imagination supply what their uritings do not
provide.

Lesser Brotben nnd Sistm

In one ofhis letters,Jacques de Vitry describes the consolation he felt when

he saw many rich men and women fleeing the world and abandoning every-

thing for the sake of Christ. He says that these men and women were called

"Lesser Brothers" and "Lesser Sisters" (Letter October l,1216). His descrip-

tion of their activities and manner of life gives the impression that the rela-

tionship between the brothers and sisters was chaste and innocent.
We have further evidence of such a chaste relationship between the broth-

ers and sisters, and, although it comes from a suspect source, the Fioretti, it
does have a basis in fact. A short while after his conversion, Francis was

doubtful whether he should devote himself entirely to prayer or engage also in
preaching. To settle his doubt, he sent Masseo to ask Clare for her opinion,

and she answered by encouraging him to "reap a harvest of souls" @or 16).

The spontaneous relationship beween the brothers and sisters is perhaps

best described in the account of the meal which Clare had with the brothers in
St. Mary of the Angels. The story begins with a telling sentence: "When St.

Francis was staying in Assisi, he often visited St. Clare and consoled her with
holy advice." And Francis's reason for having the meal at St. Mary of the

Angels was full of tender consideration:

I want this meal to be at St. Mary of the Angels, for she (Clare), has been

cloistered at San Damiano for a long time and she will enjoy seeing once more

for a while the Place of St. Mary @ior 15).

In such a setting, it was logical that Francis should send the Poor Ladies of
San Damiano a statement which Clare included in her Rule (Chap. 6:2), and

in which Francis said:

Since by divine inspiration you have made yourselves daughters and servants of
the most high King, the heavenly Father, and have taken the Holy Spirit as your

Spouse, choosing to live according to the perfection of the holy Gospel, I resolve

and promise for myself and for my brothers always to have that same loving care

and special solicitude for you as (I have) for them (FormViv 1 1-2).
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Why, then, the fear about the friars' going to San Damiano? This is the
same contradiction between Francis's willingness to commit himself to the
spiritual care of the Poor Ladies and the prescription of the Rule forbidding
the friars to visit convents, a ban which appears also in the Legends and
especially in Celano's Second Life. There, Celano makes it quite clear that
Francis gradually ceased to visit the Poor Ladies at San Damiano. And, then,
when the friars showed their surprise at his change of attitude, he replied:

Do not believe, dearest brothers, that I do not love them perfecdy. For if it were
a fault to cherish them in Christ, would it not have been a greater fault to have
united them to Christl Indeed, not to have called them would not have been a

wrong: not to care for them once they have been called would be the greatest
unkindness. But I give you an example, that as I have done to you, so you also
should do. I do not want anyone to offer himself of his own accord to visit therrl
but I command that unwilling and most reluctant brothers be appointed to take
care of them, provided they be spiritual men, proved by a worthy and long
religious life (2Cel 205).

To illustrate this principle, Celano gives two examples: the first was that of
a religious who had two daughters in a certain conyent and who offered to take
a gift from Francis to the nuns there; and the second was that of another
brother who went in the winter to a convent, quite unaware of Francis's
prohibition. In both cases, the force of Francis's reaction can be judged from
the rigor of the penances he imposed on the friars in question (2Cel 206).
There are still other incidents which show the Saint's attitude towards the
Poor Ladies. His qrmbolic gesture of reciting the "Miserere" in a circle of
ashes was intended as an invitation to the nuns to regard themselves as ashes

and to cast out of their hearts all other feelings (2CeI207).
Finally, this is how Celano sums up Francis's attitude towards the nuns:

This was the way he acte d towards these holy women; his visis to them were very
useful, but they were forced upon him and rare. And this was his will for all his
brothers: he wanted them to serye these women in such a way for Christ, whom
they serve, that like them ttrat have wings they should always guard against the
snare laid out for them (2Cel 207).

Clare and her Sisters were, indeed, consecrated to the Lord, yeg as women,
they were still a danger to the friars' chastity, so that they had to be treated
with caution. The question is, was this what Francis believed, or was it merely
the way Celano interpreted events in order to give good example?

At any rate, the question still remains: was it Francis himself who, to
protect the image of the Fraterniry, decided to break offwhat were really very
chaste, healthy relationships? Or was it the increased institutionalization of
the Fraternity that obliged him to enforce the currenr canon law? The Third
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Lateran Council had already, ln ll79,laid it down that, if any cleric dared to
visit convents without obvious and reasonable cause, he was to be detained by
his bishop. Yet, although this norm seems to have been in force everywhere, it
does not appear in the Rule of 1221, in spite of the fact that Hugolino had

already written into the Rule for Clare and her nuns that they were not to
allow anyone to enter their convents without his permission or that of the
Holy See, and that no one should try to do so withouc this permission.

4. Brotberly Inte

The biographers' descriptions of Francis's anitude towards women and the
precautions he commanded the friars to take in dealing with them might lead

to the conclusion that his celibacy for the sake of the Kingdom of God was

achieved by avoiding all affectionate relationships. But such a deduction would
be mistaken: it would be to reduce almost all affective, emotional life to the
merely genital. There are no good grounds for saying that Francis had to
sacrifice his natural sensitivity and affections on the altar of celibacy simply
because his relationships with women, with the exception ofJacoba and Clare,
seem to have been few and apprehensive. While we must acknowledge that
Francis was a product of his times and of the prevailing culture, we must
remember the warmth, sensitivity and originality he displayed in fostering
deep fraternal relationships between the brothers within the Fraternity itself
and between the friars and the people outside the community.

In the first place, we must stress that Francis's standard for all his relation-
ships was Christ and His litde band of disciples who had dedicated themselves

completely to God and His Kingdom, and who, therefore, were unable to
support and care for a family. In such circumstances, there was no place for
sexual activity in their lives, so that their affections for those within and

outside the group were celibate and fraternal.
Similarly, Francis followed Christ and His Gospel in the context of the

Fraternity. Therefore, joining the Fraternity meant leaving one's family and

dedicating one's whole emotional potential to chaste relationships with the

brothers and with the people outside the Fraternity. While Francis himself
never spoke about his dramatic break with his own family, the biographers

confirm that it did occur. Yet he never harbored any ill-will or resentment
because of the brealg but, instead, demonstrated the new emotional maturity
he had acquired.

His decision to leave his family was combined with another resoludon, not
to found a family of his own, that is, not to get married because his vocation to
the Gospel life precluded it. Even so, in describing Francis's renunciation of
marriage for the sake of the Kingdom of God, Celano uses a metaphor based

on marriage, telling us that Francis declaredr
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I shall take a more noble and beautiful spouse than you have ever seen; she will
surpass all others in beauty and will excel all others in wisdom (lCel 7).

This statement, so redolent of tradition from the Fathers of the Church
down to St. Bernard, sums up Francis's decision to follow Christ absolutely
and totally. Leaving home and family so as to be free to dedicate oneself to the
Kingdom does not mean renouncing all human affections for the sake of an

ideology. The Kingdom is not an ideolory but a way of devoting oneself to
God and being open to Him who is Love and with whom one enters into a

new kind of relationship. The model for this relationship is the love which the
Tlinity pours out upon humanity and which Christ showed us by His own life
on earth, a life ofcelibate love.

The fact that we choose only celibate relationships does not mean that we
must renounce all warmth of affection. As we have seen, when Francis de-
scribed the relationship which the brothers should have with each orheq he

insisted that they love each other as devotedly as a mother loves her son. The
Fraternity, as a group of celibates, strive to mature, not only in their Gospel
life, but also in their personal and emotional life as well. The feminine
element, the anima, which is so necessary to bind people togetheq reaches its
highest degree of tenderness and love in motherhood. That is why Francis
wished all the brothers to love each other as mothers and to act as such, as the
Rule for Hermitages lays down, because tenderness and love are the well-
spring which sustains the truth of human relationships, of fraternal relation-
ships. We do not live by bread alone but also by love, and that is whywe must
feel that we are warmly accepted and patiendy supported if we are to continue
to follow the Gospel faithfully.

Affection expressed in benevolent terms is necessary if chastity is to bear

fruit and manifest iself as joyful and rewarding seryice to the Kingdom. Our
relationships, fraternal and otherwise, must be warm enough to satisfr our
imperative need to love and to feel that we are loved in return. But we must be

alert not to confuse celibate affection with sexual amacdon by trying to find
substitutes to replace conjugal love. Each type ofaffection has its own advan-

tages and disadvantages, and so we must be clear about what we are undertak-
ing when we make arrd are living out our choice of the Gospel life lest we try
to dilute the purity of that life with ambiguities.

Celibacy frees us for fraternal love. But it has another dimension: it also

allows us to give ourselves to those most in need of love - the poor, those who
are the preferred ones in the Kingdom. Besides fostering fraternal relation-
ships between the friars, the Fraternity is also called to reflect Christ as the

sacramenq the external sign, of the Father's love. It is called to love those
whom no one else loves, to welcome those whom everyone else avoids or
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spurns, to value tlose whom no one else can be bothered with. The Fraternity
is to be a sign that God's presence among us has unleashed the power of the
Kingdom. Our celibate chastity can find its true meaning onlyif our emotions
are so involved that we are not frustrated because we feel that we can no longer
love or be loved while we are spreading rhe Gospel, both inside and outside
the Fraternity.

Conclusion

There is no doubt that, in the world of today, we cannot live out and

safeguard our celibate chastity according to medieval standards. Attitudes
towards sexuality have changed gready since the Middle Ages: women have

been gaining equal rights with men, and both sexes now associate much more
freely with each other at work and in social life, with the result that we must
take a different approach to the way we live our lives in chastity. But whatever
approach we adopt, we must always see onr chastity in reference to, and in the
context of God and His Kingdom. Such an approach to chastity will conflict
sharply with the one-sided concept of the human person which is so prevalent
today. This concept takes no account of the world of the spirit, the ranscen-
dent world, and regards as inhuman any activity that goes beyond whar it sees

as the strictly "natural."
Our affective life cannot be reduced to genital sexuality. There are other

ways of relating emotionally to others which can be just as humanizing and
just as rewarding as sexual relationships. Unlike other animals, we humans are

not slaves to our natural instincts and urges, for we have the ability to control
these promptings of nature and use them for our own personal purposes.

Celibate chastity, lived in Fraternity in an open but profound way, is a
continuing wiuress that the Gospel leads us to find new means of relating to
each other emotionally, means in which sex is not the absolute and unques-
tionable standard of being human, especially sex that is used superficially as a

source of selfish, monopolizing pleasure which makes the other person a mere
object to be used. Celibacy lived in fraternity and in the service of the
Kingdom should so free us thatwe are able to offer an alternative way ofliving
together, the morive and goal of which is the Spirit of Christ and not flesh and

blood, mere self-interest.


